Introduction
This preliminary report is concerned with an approximate description of the two dimensional vortical motion in a thin spherical layer of a gravitating, incompressible, inviscid fluid.
We suppose that the fluid is contained between an inner rigid ball and an outer rigid concentric sphere and that the fluid, along with the inner spherical surface, has been rotating with constant angular velocity to about a polar axis until a reference time t = 0. Thereafter we suppose that the motion is due to the gravitational attraction of the rotating ball and to the sudden creation at t = 0 of concentrated vortices with axis normal to the spheres.
The general objective is to discuss the subsequent motion of these isolated vortices, including the case for which QD = 0.
However, in this report we confine the discussion primarily to the motion of a single concentrated vortex in the northern hemisphere when certain equatorial boundary conditions are imposed.
The differential equations for the motion of such a vortex appear below; and they are followed by an approximate description of its geometric path for a period of time of such duration that it is not necessary to use a computer for the numerical integration of the equations.
There are many physical phenomena whi^h are related to the motion of vortices in a rotating fluid; and the analysis of this kind of motion poses various inherently interesting mathematical problems. Here, the investigation was undertaken with the hope M--MM-MMimin-M«I i r .
^^^a^mmmm^ that the results could be used to approximate roughly the path of a hurricane generated in the northern hemisphere.
Formulation
Let a and a+h be the radii of two rigid concentric spheres which contain a spherical layer of fluid. Suppose that h > 0 is small compared with a; and that the inner spnere rotates about its polar axis with constant angular velocity co. Let the motion of the fluid be referred to the inner sphere. Let p denote the distance of a fluid particle from the center of the sphere while ^ and 6 respectively denote its longitude and colatitude. In terms of these coordinates the velocity of a particle relative
.to the inner rotating sphere is defined by the components u = (ps:ne) ^| = tangential component toward the east; v = -P ^f-■ tangential component toward the north;
• "■ 7W ■ radial component.
If the only body force acting is that due to the gravitational attraction of the solid ball defined by the inner sphere, then the basic hydrodynamical equations which define the motion of the fluid are the continuity ^qua^ion hp^vi p dp sin 0
and the momentum equations du h{y a 1 n g ) The elimination of p from (2.2) and (2.5) and the use of ..<^< Mmmmm**3-___, , . .,
It is interesting to observe that if we use the transformation, (see Fig. 1 In other words, our first object is to solve
that is, for the whole sphere excluding the south pole where Q((| 1 ,P,t) may be singular.
Let us assume that the behavior of G at the south pole is such that 
Notice that no previous condition on G is affected if we change G by a constant.
The transform k{Q,t) must be continuous at G = 9-and satisfy L (sin 9) | § -iibii -0^ . Next, the addition theorem (4.8) P n [Gos 6 cos e i + sin 0 sin 6, cos A] P n (co« ö)P n (cos e 1 )
shows that we can write
12
-^"-^f c^" *^^^^--- Can be deduced that the velocity field defined by G in the neighborhood of (4 ,0 ) behaves qualitatively in the same way as the field defined by G . In other words, the concentrated vortex at (^,0^
has no tendency to move -it is not self propelling.
Notice that if the vortex is at the north pole, i.e.. e = o, then iL Si
This function is such that 
?(♦,£,t) -c(t) .
However, we know that nothing is lost if we impose ^(4), J,t) = 0 .
The stream function for this case can be formed from G( t{), 0, t; ^,, 6 ) if we assume that the principle of reflection across the equator will lead toward the desired result. In fact, it is easy to verify that (5.1) f = GKM, t;i I ,ö 1 ) -OCMjti^ir -V 16 mmmmmmiimmmmmmmmt^m*i^m*mmmimtM*^m~~*m^immmiimtm i i mum:
is the desired function. We refrain from a discussion of the velocity field defined by (5,1) in favor of the next case in which the eastward velocity s -^i is prescribed at the equator.
We turn to the problem of finding f such that with the boundary condition
•g* fgi^V»*) " G = const, the equation
sin CTj is satisfied for 
9-6.
In expanded form these are In order to express (f)-, and 9-in powers of t explicitly we need to expand cos 0-. in powers of t and insert the expansion in 
I f«
♦.
Figure 2
This sketch exhibits some of the characteristics of the observed paths of hurricanes generated in the Caribbean sea or some other southern part of the North Atlantic ocean.
